ALRIGHT

WE ARE [D] YOUNG, WE RUN GREEN
KEEP OUR TEETH NICE AND CLEAN
SEE OUR [Em] FRIENDS, SEE THE SIGHTS
FEEL AL-[D]-RIGHT

WE WAKE [D] UP, WE GO OUT
SMOKE A Fag, PUT IT OUT
SEE OUR [Em] FRIENDS, SEE THE SIGHTS
FEEL AL-[D]-RIGHT

CHORUS:
[F# m] ARE WE LIKE YOU?
I [F] CAN'T BE SURE
OF THE [Em] SCENE, AS SHE TURNS
WE ARE [A] STRANGE, IN OUR WORLDS, BUT

WE ARE [D] YOUNG, WE GET BY
CAN'T GO MAD, AIN'T GOT TIME
SLEEP A-[Em]-ROUND IF WE LIKE
BUT WE'RE AL-[D]-RIGHT

GOT SOME [D] CASH, BOUGHT SOME WHEELS
TOOK IT OUT, THROUGH SOME FIELDS
LOST [Em] CONTROL, HIT A WALL
BUT WE'RE AL-[D]-RIGHT

CHORUS

WE ARE [D] YOUNG, WE RUN GREEN
KEEP OUR TEETH NICE AND CLEAN
SEE OUR [Em] FRIENDS, SEE THE SIGHTS
FEEL AL-[D]-RIGHT

CHORUS

WE ARE [D] YOUNG, WE RUN GREEN
KEEP OUR TEETH NICE AND CLEAN
SEE OUR [Em] FRIENDS, SEE THE SIGHTS
FEEL AL-[D]-RIGHT